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Abstract— Our project is FABRICATION OF PNEUMATIC 

OPERATED SODA FILLING MACHINE. This project will 

be very much useful to domestic people and mineral water 

manufacturing industries. If suppose we implement the 

project for a complete network in an area, that will be 

consuming very huge drinks and other liquid items it can 

calculate the liquid consumption of the bottle occupying 

space. The soda liquid is filling to conveyor setup it can me 

movable based on the wiper motor help PIC controller are 

control hole set of project flow for automation. Here, DC 

motor continues using for other step of flow (bottle turning 

after filling the soda and cap will closing even the soda 

filling) and belt conveyor while moving on the process based 

on the controller messages. The automation machine working 

with help of EMBEDDED process step by step process while 

starting on the relay are given the power supply each motor 

on the process. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The main objective of the project is to Design and Develop 

an Automatic liquid filling to bottles of different height with 

Microcontroller Integration. The present machines are that it 

can fill only a particular type of containers of specific volume, 

and the filling amount is as set by the operator.  To develop a 

filling machine which can fill different volume of bottles on 

the bases of volume.  This can use in different industries like 

medicine, oil, chemical etc. This work generally emphases on 

small industries. It aims to eliminate problem faced by small 

scale bottle filling system. With this system that operates 

automatically, every process can be smooth and the process 

of refilling can reduce the man power cost and operation time. 

II. OBJECTIVE 

The current scenario in industries is to embrace new 

technologies to proceed towards automation. The same vision 

is exercised in bottle filling plants. To meet the customer 

demands and accelerate the filling of bottles, all operations 

are nearly automated. The automation of bottle filling 

involves use of PLC for control but it is costly. Despite of all 

such advance technologies small industries are still involved 

in manual filling of bottles. They might be discouraged to 

adapt to new technology due to high cost involved in 

automation. The study emphasize on reduction in cost using 

arduino microcontroller. The arduino microcontroller is 

relatively cheap and widely available. In small industries 

bottle filling operation is done manually. The manual filling 

process has many shortcomings like spilling of water while 

filling it in bottle, equal quantity of water may not be filled, 

delay due to natural activities of human etc. 

III. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Controller based automatic bottle filling and capping system 

with user defined volume selection 8th august 2012 in this 

research paper the researchers T.Kalaiselvi, R.Praveena at all. 

Have developed an automatic bottle, filling and capping 

system with a mechanism using sensors. Automatic filling 

process for all the bottles simultaneously with a user defined 

selection for volume to be filled. 

An automated bottle filling and capping project for 

freshman engineering students june 2005 in this paper the 

researchers kala meah , Timothy garrison , york college of 

pennsylvania at all. The students work in small teams and 

have roughly 12 weeks to design an automated 

electromechanical system that first transports three empty 

bottles, three tennis balls. The machine must fill each bottle 

of water, cape each bottle by covering the top with a tennis 

ball, and then deliver the capped and filled bottles to an area 

outside of the operational zone. 

Automatic bottle filling 3rd may 2015 in this 

research paper the researcher Jaymin Patel department of 

physics and electronics of Hemchandracharya north Gujarat 

University, Patan has develop a bottle filling system based on 

certain specifications. More features can be added to this 

system as follows, depending on the size, shape and weight 

of the bottles, filling operations can be implemented. 

Automatic liquid filling to bottles of different height using 

programmable logic controller 14th july 2013 in this research 

paper the researcher Mallaradhya.H.M, K.R.Prakash have 

design and develop an automated liquid filling to bottles of 

different height using plc. A total control is made in a filling 

is achieved. The programming to this system developed is 

flexible, quickly and easily. 

IV. PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

This chapter gives a detailed explanation of the various 

processes taking place in a complete bottling system. The 

filling and capping operations take place in a sequential 

manner. When no bottles are kept in the input the system is 

reset. Depending on the number of bottles fed into the input 

side, the corresponding bottles are filled and capped. The 

process is also provided with a user defined volume selection 

menu. 

A. Block Diagram 

The basic block diagram (as shown in FIG.1) of the process 

and its explanation is given as follows 
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Figure 1: Block diagram of process 

B. PIC 

Microcontroller is Controlling Device. It is the Heart Of soda 

Filling Machine. It is the small computer on a single integral 

circuit containing a Processor Core, memory and 

Programmable input/output Peripherals. Arduino 

microcontroller 16F877A. 

C. Belt Conveyor 

A Conveyor Belt is the carrying medium of automatic soda 

filling machine. A Belt conveyor consists of two or more 

pulleys with an endless loop of carrying medium the 

conveyor belt rotates about them. 

D. DC Motor 

A DC motor is any of class of electrical machines that 

converts the direct current electric power into mechanical 

power. It produce rotary motion a linear motor directly 

produces force and motion in a straight line. In soda filling 

machine the dc motor is used to rotate the conveyor belt at a 

desired speed which is fully controlled by PIC. 

E. Infrared Sensors 

Infrared sensors are used for sensing the bottle when it is 

below the position of Nozzle. This sensor is connected with a 

Microcontroller Then Microcontroller Give the command to 

the nozzle for filling the liquid to the corresponding Sensed 

Bottle. 

V. WORKING PRINCIPLE 

The soda liquid is filling to conveyor setup it can me movable 

based on the wiper motor help PIC controller are control hole 

set of project flow for automation. Here, DC motor continues 

using for other step of flow (bottle turning after filling the 

soda and cap will closing even the soda filling) and belt 

conveyor while moving on the process based on the controller 

messages. The automation machine working with help of 

EMBEDDED process step by step process while starting on 

the relay are given the power supply each motor on the 

process. Embedded system only make the automation process 

on the mechanical field And other embedded based 

components (relay, IR sensor, LCD display) etc. IR sensor 

sensing the bottle here or not the flow of operation its can 

sensing after messages throe on the controller IR sensor give 

the comment after sequent’s of mashing process. Moving the 

bottle on conveyor filling soda after IR sensor sense bottle 

cap on machinery. DC motor fixed with bottle rotating kit 

relay will be on power supply passes on the dc motor again 

the cap closing fixed to gather on rotating kit its press the 

Pneumatic cylinder compress cap on the bottle. Finally bottle 

moving on the conveyor. This flow only running prototype in 

the economical of work status. We develops on this method 

real time. 

 
Fig. 2: Filling operation 

 
Fig. 3: Capping operation 

VI. ADVANTAGES 

1) Runs on compressed air, electronic power and battery. 

2) Time of production is very low. 

3) Increased production than the ordinary machine. 

4) Accuracy and efficiency is also high. 

5) Cost is equal to semi-automated soda filling machine. 

VII. APPLICATIONS 

1) Used in small scale and middle scale industries like semi-

automated soda filling stations. 

2) It is also used to water filling industries. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

The system can perform the task of autonomous quality 

control system used in industrial production and it is most 

suitable for small Scale industries as definite process is set by 

programming.  Our aim of this work is to establish a flexible, 

economical, easily configurable, reliable system which 

makes our project eco-friendly because all small components 

that are required will be taken from scraps this will make our 

project cheaper. Our project is giving us complete buildup of 
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embedded work done.   Designing Embedded system giving 

us intersecting experience in working with Microcontroller 

chip. Also our project is a combination of electronics and 

mechanical work. This provides us knowledge and makes us 

aware of what all factors we need to consider while designing 

a project based on automation. 
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